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Long-term changes of relative paleointensity from sediments: geomagnetic field behavior
or rock magnetic artifact?

YAMAZAKI, Toshitsugu1∗, Gary Acton2, James Channell3, Emily Palmer4, Carl Richter4, YAMAMOTO, Yuhji 5

1Geological Survey of Japan, AIST,2University of California Davis,3University of Florida,4University of Louisiana,5Center
for Advanced Marine Core Research, Kochi University

Since the 1960s, possible correlation between geomagnetic field strength and polarity length on 10ˆ6 years or longer time scale
has been suggested, and its relation to geodynamo processes has been discussed (e.g., Cox, 1968). Paleointensity estimation using
single crystal silicate indicated that the geomagnetic field was stronger during Cretaceous Superchron, when polarity reversal was
inhibited in geodynamo (e.g., Tarduno et al., 2001). However, it has not yet been understood well whether such correlation exists
when polarity reversals frequently occur. Tauxe and Hartl (1997) suggested a weak correlation using Oligocene sediments (ca
23-34 Ma) from DSDP Site 522. This is the only continuous paleointensity data of these ages published so far.

We have conducted a paleomagnetic study of sediment cores of Eocene and Oligocene ages taken at Sites U1331, U1332, and
U1333 of IODP Exp. 320/321 ”Pacific Equatorial Age Transect (PEAT)”. The objective includes better understanding of long-
term changes in relative paleointensity and revisiting the issue of intensity-polarity length correlation. Relative paleointensity
records from individual sites showed good between-site consistency for variations of 10ˆ4 to 10ˆ5 year time scale, suggesting
that geomagnetic field behavior was successfully recovered on these time scales. The results confirmed usefulness of relative
paleointensity for high-resolution inter-core correlation, that is, paleointensity assisted chronostratigraphy. On the other hand,
long-term changes (ca 10ˆ6 years or longer) in normalized intensity showed obvious anti-correlation with ARM/SIRM, a rock
magnetic proxy of magnetic grain size and/or magnetostatic interactions among magnetic grains. Furthermore, the normalized
intensity showed correlation with sedimentation rates. The emergence of significant correlation between normalized intensity
and ARM/SIRM and sedimentation rates is not limited to PEAT cores, but occurs also in the Oligocene South Atlantic DSDP
522 cores of Tauxe and Hartl (1997). These results indicate lithological contamination to relative paleointensity records. For
reliable estimation of long-term paleointensity changes from sediments, it is imperative to understand physical mechanism of
such correlation and develop a method for correction.
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Calibration of relative paleointensity variation to absolute value using paleointensity data
from volcanic rocks

MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu1∗, MARUUCHI, Toru2, YAMAMOTO, Yuhji 3, SHIBUYA, Hidetoshi2

1Priority Org. for Innovation and Excellence, Kumamoto University,2Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Ku-
mamoto University,3Kochi Core Center, Kochi University

We made a direct comparison between absolute paleointensities obtained from welded tuffs of pyroclastic flows and rela-
tive paleointensities (RPIs) from sedimentary records. Widespread tephras extruding with the welded tuffs were indentified in
sediments and dated in the oxygen isotope stratigraphy. Referring to the age estimates of the tephras in the oxygen isotope stratig-
raphy, the absolute paleointensities can be compared with RPIs of sedimentary records. For two RPI stack records reported from
different oceans, we find that RPIs has a linear correlation to absolute paleointensities. On the basis of the correlations, the RPI
variations were calibrated to geomagnetic field strengths (virtual axial dipole moments: VADMs). The two calibrated records
show an almost consistent VADM variation. The consistency indicates that this new calibration procedure is successful and it can
be applicable to RPI records on the Earth.
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Refinement on geometry of Matuyama-Brunhes polarity transition from paleomagnetic
records

ODA, Hirokuni1∗, FABIAN, Karl2, Roman Leonhardt3

1Geological Survey of Japan, AIST,2Geological Survey of Norway,3Central institute for meteorology and geodynamics of
Austria

The Bayesian model of the Matuyama/Brunhes (MB) geomagnetic polarity reversal was extended from the previous model
IMMAB4 (Leonhardt and Fabian, 2007), which was based on one volcanic record and three sedimentary records from the Atlantic
sector.The essential improvement on the model was achieved by incorporating a new volcanic record from Tahiti (Mochizuki et
al., 2011). This record is unique in that it contains important absolute paleointensity data for the Pacific region, which provide
new constraints for the global geomagnetic reversal scenario. The full vector development of transitional geomagnetic field in
the central part of the Pacific significantly stabilized the solution in this important region, which was completely missing in the
previous model IMMAB4. The sedimentary high-quality record of ODP Site 769 by Oda et al. (2000) previously was only used
to check the reliability of the model IMMAB4 by comparing the VGP paths of the model and the data. An integrated sedimentary
record of ODP Site 769 was developed from Oda et al. (2000) in combination with the relative paleointensity record provided
by Schneider et al. (1992) and Kent&Schneider (1995). The record will also be included into the construction of the new model.
Additionally, two records from the Antarctic region (Guyodo et al., 2001; Macri et al., 2010) were found, and might prove useful
for further refining the model. To fulfill the aim, we have also revised the data structure, and developed a GUI based correlation
software to simplify refinement of the model and further development of the scheme. In the presentation, we will show the revised
morphological development of the Earth’s magnetic field during the Matuyama-Brunhes polarity transition.
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Magnetostratigraphy and identification of the Reunion subchron from lava flows in the
Dobi Cliff, Afar Depression

AHN, Hyeon-seon1∗, Tesfaye Kidane2, Gen Shogaki1, OTOFUJI, Yo-ichiro1

1Earth and Planetary Sci., Kobe Univ.,2Earth Sci., Addis Ababa Univ.

We sampled 28 continuous lava flows from the 340 meters long volcanic section of Dobi cliff for paleomagnetic investigations.
Four oriented blocks from each lava flow were collected; block sampling technique was employed throughout. In the laboratory,
4 to 6 standard samples for each flow were prepared and then subjected to paleomagnetic routine procedures. The samples were
treated by both thermal (Th) and alternating field (AF) techniques with 13 steps for the former and up to 15 steps for the latter
techniques. The average natural remanent magnetization (NRM) for the entire lava flows is determined to be 4.0 A/m, strong to
record and retain the remanence of the rocks. Generally, one to two components of NRM directions were identified. The first
component, which in most cases is related to remagnetization is removed by heating to a temperature of 100oC to 300oC or by
an AF of 20mT. The NRM direction after these steps for most of the samples defined straight-line segments that were directed
towards the origin, which is interpreted as the characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) Direction. In a few cases, however,
stable end points were not obtained due to strong overlap between the two components of NRM. Directions of magnetizations
were determined by best fit lines using the least square technique of Kirschvink (1980) for samples that showed stable linear
segments where as a remagnetization circles were used to determine the best fitting great circles according to Halls (1976, 1978).
Site mean directions were then calculated by using Fischer (1953) statistics for stable linear segments while McFadden and
McElhinny (1988) statistics was used for combined analyses of planes and lines. The overall mean direction calculated for the
28 lava flows is D = 6.0o, I = 12.5o, alpha95 = 5.9o, N = 28, which when compared with the expected mean dipole field, obtained
from the Apparent Polar Wonder Path (APWP) curve for Africa (Besse and Courtillot, 2003), D = 1.0o, I = 20.9o, alpha95 = 2.3o,
N = 26, a declination difference dD = 5.0o +/- 5.2o and inclination difference of dI=8.4o +/- 5.1o were obtained. These declination
and inclination differences are interpreted respectively as vertical axis block rotation linked to rift propagation and overlap, and
as the effect of long standing non-dipole field in Afar (e.g. Kidane et al., 2003). When the site mean directions are vertically
plotted in accordance with the sequence of lava flow positions, magneto-zones of Reversed (R1) - Normal (N1) - Reversed (R2) -
Normal (N2) polarities were identified from bottom to top with anomalous directions at the base of the section. K/Ar radioisotopic
age determinations, made at the geochronology laboratory at the Research Institute of Natural Science, Okayama University of
Science for three stratigraphic positions in the Dobi section, reveal ages of 2.12 +/- 0.09 Ma and 2.21 +/- 0.07 Ma at the N1, and
1.93 +/- 0.07 Ma at the N2 respectively. Using these ages and the geomagnetic polarity timescale (GPTS) of Cande and Kent
(1995), we correlate the bottom anomalous inclinations and the N1 polarity interval with the Reunion subchron while the N2
polarity interval is correlated with the Olduvai subchron.
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Oroclinal origin of the Simao Arc in the Shan-Thai Block inferred from the Cretaceous
palaeomagnetic data

Koichiro KONDO1, Tatsuhiro YAMAMOTO1, MIURA, Daisuke2∗, OTOFUJI, Yo-ichiro1, Masahiko YOKOYAMA1, Hyeon-
Seonh AHN1, Chuanlong MU3, Haider ZAMAN4

1Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Faculty of Science, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan,2Abiko Research Laboratory,
CRIEPI, 3Chengdu Institute of Geology and Mineral Resources (CGS,4Department of Geology and Geophysics, College of
Science, King Saud University,

An active oroclinal bending is discovered in the Shan-Thai block to the south of the eastern Himalayan syntaxis. To investigate
the evolution of the Simao Arc using paleomagnetic techniques, Middle Cretaceous red beds of the Nanxin Formation were
sampled at the Zhengwan (22.8N, 100.9E) and Dadugang (22.4N, 101.0E) localities in the southern Simao Basin. Most of the
studied samples revealed the presence of characteristic remanent magnetization with unblocking temperatures around 680C. A
primary nature for this magnetization is interpreted based on a positive fold and reversal test. Tilt-corrected mean directions
calculated for Zhengwan and Dadugang localities are characterized by large easterly deflected declination; Dec= 51.8, Inc =
47.9, ks= 45.0, ?95 = 6.9, N=11 and Dec= 64.1, Inc = 48.1, ks = 36.0, ?95 = 7.3, N=12, respectively. Steep inclination values at
both these localities with respect to the expected one are in the range previously reported from the Shan-Thai Block, confirming
their southward displacement as part of the Shan-Thai Block. Combination of the present data (2 localities) with those previously
reported from Simao basin (7 localities) reveals a positive paleomagnetic oroclinal test, indicating that the arc-like present-day
geometry of the Simao basin was formed by oroclinal bending. Comparison with recent GPS and structural data suggest that
formation of the Simao curvature started after the early Pliocene (after 4 Ma) and continuing until the present. Origin of the
Simao Arc is ascribed to southwestward movement of the crustal material across the Ailaoshan Red River Fault (around the
eastern Himalaya syntaxis), which was accomplished by westward movement of the decollement with progressive eastward
deepening of the Lanping-Simao basin. Decoupling between the upper and the middle-lower crusts associated with decollement
formation is requisite condition for the arc formation on continents.

Keywords: tectonics, paleomagnetism, oroclinal bending, Cretaceous, Indochina, SE Asia
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Environmental rock-magnetism of pelagic clay from the South Pacific Ocean since the
Pliocene

SHIMONO, Takaya1∗, YAMAZAKI, Toshitsugu2

1University of Tsukuba, Japan,2GSJ, AIST

We conducted a rock-magnetic study of pelagic clay in order to document variations of eolian dust input to the South Pacific
Ocean since the Pliocene. The materials studied consist of four pelagic clay cores of about 10 meters long taken from the central
to margin of the South Pacific Gyre. Three out of four cores were taken during IODP Expedition 329 at sites U1365, U1366 and
U1367, and the other core was GH83-3 P398, within range from latitude 14-27oS and longitude 138-165oW.

We measured magnetic properties (magnetic susceptibility, NRM with stepwise alternating-field demagnetization, acquisition
of ARM and IRM, low-temperature IRM) using discrete samples. In addition, magnetic hysteresis, IRM acquisition and first
order reversal curve (FORC) measurements (Pike et al., 1999; Roberts et al. 2000) were conducted using an alternating gradient
magnetometer (AGM) to characterize magnetic mineral assemblages in the samples. We estimated variations in the proportion
of terrigenous to biogenic components.

The XARM/SIRM ratio and S−0.1T (relative abundance of middle and high coercivity magnetic minerals) of the four pelagic
clay cores decreased synchronously before Gauss-Matuyama boundary. The variation of XARM/SIRM ratio and S−0.1T with
time and region can be explained by that eolian dust has higher (lower) maghemaite (magnetite) concentration than other sources
of magnetic minerals.

Keywords: Paleomagnetism, Environmental rock-magnetism, Pelagic clay, IODP Exp.329, the South Pacific Ocean, GH83-3
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Paleomagnetism of Kiaman-aged basalts from the Tarim Basin

USUI, Yoichi1∗, Tian Wei2

1Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology,2Peking University

Most of the numerical geodynamo simulations suggest that the superchron-like geomagnetic behavior results from reduced
heat flux across the core-mantle boundary. This mechanism appears to be inconsistent with the Cretaceous Superchron, which
was synchronous with vigorous mantle plume activity, implying the Cretaceous Superchron may not be a typical superchron.
Kiaman superchron (ca. 310-260 Ma), on the other hand, was synchronous with a supercontinent, with which reduced plate
subduction and reduced core-mantle heat flux are expected. A comparison between the Superchrons will clarify the relationship
between the mantle activity and geomagnetic activity. However, compared to the Cretaceous Superchron, the geomagnetic behav-
ior during the Kiaman Superchron is far less investigated. Here we report paleomagnetic results from ca. 290 Ma basaltic lavas
from the Tarim Basin. Stepwise demagnetizations identify characteristic remanence directions that are consistent with previous
researchs. Microscopic conglomerate test using a MI scanning magnetic microscope suggest randomly oriented remanence for
basaltic clasts in coarse sandstone interbedded between the lavas. Thus, our basalt samples preserve the primary remanence.
Preliminary paleointensity experiments using the Thellier-Coe method recovered intensity of 16.8 micro-T. This value is lower
than the present-day field, and significantly lower than some estimates for the Cretaceous Superchron. However, microscopic ob-
servation identify multidomain-sized opaque minerals, and more sophisticated technique should be applied to obtain convincing
paleointensity estimates.

Keywords: superchron, Permian, supercontinent, magnetic microscopy
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Application of broad-band frequency spectrum of AC magnetic susceptibility: Grain-size
distribution of SP particles

KODAMA, Kazuto1∗

1Center for Advanced Marine Core Research, Kochi University

Low-field alternating current magnetic susceptibility is among the most commonly used magnetic property, not only in rock
and mineral magnetism but also in environmental magnetism studies. Particularly, frequency dependent susceptibility, defined as
the change in susceptibility per decade frequency, has also been widely used for detecting the presence of fine-grained magnetic
particles around SP to SD threshold. However, this conventional method is not sufficient to fully characterize SP-SD particles.
This study proposes a new rock magnetic method for characterizing SP-size magnetic particles by measuring low-field alternat-
ing current magnetic susceptibility at a number of frequency steps spanning four orders of magnitude from 125 Hz to 512 kHz.
Measurements were made for a set of natural samples, with various grain size distributions (GSDs), including loess and paleosol
(Luochuan, Central Loess Plateau in China), and tuff (Yucca Mountain, Nevada). The resulting frequency spectrum of magnetic
susceptibility (FSM) generally decrease with increasing frequency, but their rates of decrease were different. Quantitative es-
timates of GSD proposed in this study allowed reconstructing characteristic GSD patterns, demonstrating the difference in the
GSD of SP particles in more contrasting and clearer fashion.

Keywords: rock magnetism, AC susceptibility, grain size distribution, superparamagnetism
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Basic properties of transition remanent magnetizations due to the Verwey transition of
magnetite

SATO, Masahiko1∗, MIYAGAWA, Takeshi1, MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu2, TSUNAKAWA, Hideo1

1Tokyo Institute of Technology,2Kumamoto University

Nagata et al. (1963) found that synthetic stoichiometric magnetite (Fe3O4) acquired a fairly intense and stable remanent mag-
netization by warming in a magnetic field from -150 C to room temperature, called transition remanent magnetization. It is worth
noting that while ordinary thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) is demagnetized by heating treatment, the magnetite acquired
remanence during heating from low-temperature to room temperature. Ozima et al. (1963), Ozima and Ozima (1965), and Creer
and Like (1967) further investigated the transition remanence.

Dunlop (2006, 2007) studied a suite of experiments using crushed magnetite sample with various grain sizes and reported
interesting features as follows: (1) A remanence was acquired not only during warming from 77 to 300 K (transition warming
remanent magnetization, TrWRM) but also during cooling from 300 to 77 K in a magnetic field (transition cooling remanent
magnetization, TrCRM). (2) Various sizes of magnetite ranging from 0.6 to 135 um (PSD-MD) acquired the remanences. (3)
TrWRM has similar thermal demagnetization curve with 400C -T0 and 500C -T0 partial TRMs.

The acquisition processes of transition remanences are non-destructive and easily treat as bulk sample (e.g., one-inch core).
Moreover, the remanences have the potential to reflect the information concerning low-temperature properties of magnetite.
Therefore, we conducted systematic experiment using natural rock samples containing nearly stoichiometric magnetite, to under-
stand the basic properties of the transition remanent magnetization. Depending on a magnetic field condition during cooling and
warming cycle, we defined three transition remanences: (1) TrWRM, acquired during zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field warming
(FW), (2) TrCRM, field cooling (FC) and zero-field warming (ZFW), and (3) transition cycle remanent magnetization (TrRM),
FC and FW.

We prepared natural granite samples containing nearly stoichiometric magnetite. The samples were collected at five sites
(SH03, SH09, SH29, SH49, and SH59) of the Scared Heart granite in Minnesota River Valley (Minnesota, USA). Two cylindri-
cal core-samples of one-inch diameter (SH03-A and SH03-B) and small chip-sample of mineral assemblage were cut from the
SH03 block, while fourteen core-samples were cut from SH09, SH29, SH49, and SH59 blocks.

The transition remanences were imparted to the SH03 core-samples by cooling to liquid N2 temperature (77 K) and warm-
ing back to room temperature in a DC (or zero-) field. We conducted stepwise alternating field (AF) demagnetization of the
transition remanences, anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM), and low-temperature demagnetization (LTD) component of
ARM. Magnetizations of SH03 chip-sample were continuously measured at 10-300 K with an MPMS. The TrWRM, TrCRM,
and TrRM acquisition cycles were measured in the same procedures as those of the core-sample experiments.

TRMs were imparted for the fourteen core-samples of SH09, SH29, SH49, and SH59 by heating from room temperature to
610 C and cooling back to room temperature in a 50 uT field. After LTD treatment, TrRMs were given for each sample by cooling
and warming in a 100 uT field. Then the ratio of LTD component of TRM and TrRM were estimated.

Based on the core-sample experiment, basic properties of the transition remanent magnetizations due to the Verwey transition
are revealed as follows: (1) Directions of the remanences are parallel to directions of the ambient field (parallelism). (2) Inten-
sities of the remanences are proportional to the weak magnetic field (proportion rule). (3) Median destruct fields (MDFs) are in
the order corresponding to TrRM, TrWRM, and TrCRM. (4) Calculated values of TrWRM + TrCRM are well agree with TrRM
in intensities and AF decay curves. Together with the results of chip-sample and TRM/TrRM acquisition experiments, we will
discuss the detailed properties of the transition remanent magnetizations.

Keywords: transition remanent magnetization, magnetite, Verwey transition
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Westward drift, torsional oscillations and jerks in a numerical geodynamo model

SAKURABA, Ataru1∗

1School of Science, University of Tokyo

Recent high-resolution, low-viscosity geodynamo simulations have shed a new light on the origins of geomagnetic secular
variations of time scales shorter than the convective turnover time (about 500 years in the Earth’s liquid outer core). Here I
report some results of my ongoing project to physically explain relatively short time-scale secular variations such as geomagnetic
westward drift and jerks. I performed geodynamo simulations using the Ekman number of 5 x 10−7 and the magnetic Prandtl
number of 0.2 (Sakuraba and Roberts, 2009). These parameters are far away from those of the Earth’s core but are hopefully
small enough to investigate some basic features of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows of low-viscosity rotating fluids. In
this model, there are several strong magnetic flux patches in the low-latitudes on the core-mantle boundary (CMB), moving
westward with the angular velocity close to that of the thermal-wind-type westward flow beneath the CMB. The azimuthal
wavenumber (m) of the low-latitude flux patches is 5 to 7, which roughly coincides with the recent core-surface field estimated
by Finlay and Jackson (2003). However, if scaled by the magnetic diffusion time, the angular velocity is too slow because the
magnetic Reynolds number is not so large (about 200). This suggests that it is better to scale the time by the convective turnover
time. Fourier analysis indicates that the drift angular velocity depends on both m and the latitude. The higher-wavenumber
components (m>5) coherently move with the westward flow in the low-latitudes and the amplitude becomes weak in the high-
latitudes. The lower-wavenumber components of m=1 and 2 show an intermittent feature in the low-latitude and sometimes move
eastward, indicating existence of MHD waves. In the high-latitudes, there is a tendency that the field pattern, dominated by low-
wavenumber components, moves eastward because the tangent cylinder rotates eastward in my model. I suggest that the Fourier
analysis (not the spherical harmonic analysis) of the geomagnetic secular variation gives insight into the origin of the westward
drift and the dynamics of the core convection. The torsional oscillations signify oscillatory motions of axial cylinders inside the
fluid core that are propagated along the cylindrically radial (the s-) direction with the Alfven speed, which is considered to be
much greater than the flow speed. The numerical model clearly shows the torsional waves traveling both inward and outward.
There is a slight asymmetry between the ingoing and outgoing waves, suggesting the locality of the excitation source. The power
spectrum of the wave motion at a constant radius indicates a tendency that longer-period waves contain greater power, but the
propagation speed of those significant components are slower than the theoretically expected Alfven speed. The Alfven-type
torsional waves have periods close to or shorter than the convective turnover time. The model also shows clear jerk-like secular
variations if observed at the planet’s surface. Small-amplitude jerks occur frequently and large-amplitude ones scarcely. Jerks are
largely explained by the changes of the core-surface magnetic field of 1< m < 7. Presently, I try to understand the mechanism
that creates jerk-like zigzag pattern in secular variations. The small-amplitude frequent jerks seem to be explained by the field
disturbance due to torsional waves, as has been indicated by Bloxham (2002).

Keywords: geomagnetic field, secular variation, magnetohydrodynamics
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A geodynamo model with double diffusive convection and stable stratification

TAKAHASHI, Futoshi1∗

1Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Tech

In the Earth’s fluid outer core, thermal convection is driven by superadiabatic temperature gradient due to internal heating and
latent heat release at the inner core boundary, while compositional convection is fed by chemical buoyancy arising from inner
core crystallization. In order to examine effects of co-existence of different driving sources of convection on dynamo action,
double diffusive convection should be adopted by solving heat and compositional transport equations separately. In such a case,
different diffusivities of heat and composition should be taken into consideration.

A stably stratified layer at the top of the Earth’s outer core is inferred from seismic wave observations. The stratified layer is
likely to be a result from light element accumulation due to inner core growth. The thickness of the stratified layer is estimated to
be roughly O(100) km, which may be thick enough to affect convection and also dynamo action in the core, because the Ekman
and thermal boundary layers are much thinner. In numerical dynamo models, the effects of the stratified layer is examined mostly
by adopting the codensity approach. Codensity is modeled based on an assumption that thermal and compositional diffusion
coefficients are equal because of turbulent diffusion, which should not hold in a stratified region. Thus, an approach of double
diffusive convection is more suitable to investigate effects of the stably stratified layer.

Here, we perform a numerical study on convection-driven dynamo in a rotating spherical shell to explore the effects of different
thermal and compositional state of the Earth’s core. We take two effects into account in our numerical dynamo modeling: co-
existence of thermal and compositional sources of convection, and stably stratified layer at the top of the core. Effects of the layer
on convection and dynamo action with double diffusive convection are examined and will be reported.

Keywords: dynamo, double diffusive convection, stable stratification
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Effects of heterogeneous boundary from mantle convection modeling in dynamo simula-
tions in a rotating spherical shell

NAKAGAWA, Takashi1∗

1IFREE, JAMSTEC

Numerical dynamo simulations in a rotating spherical shell with boundary heterogeneity at the top are used to investigate the
possibility of dynamo solutions with the heat flux heterogeneity inferred from numerical thermo-chemical mantle convection
simulations. Here we focus on the possibility to find the dynamo solutions with huge value of amplitude of heat flux heterogene-
ity and correlation between CMB and ICB heat flux. In order to evaluate boundary heterogeneity from mantle convection models,
five scenarios are prepared: 1. Thermally uniform CMB, 2. CMB heat flux converted from seismic tomography based on Amit
and Choblet [2009] (q∗ = 0.5), 3. CMB heat flux calculated from numerical mantle convection with recycled basalt, 4. CMB heat
flux including the effect of continental lithosphere and 5. CMB heat flux including both effects of continental lithosphere and
compositionally-distinct material in the CMB region. With thermally uniform and heat flux heterogeneity inferred from seismic
tomography cases, the dipolar magnetic field is found at the top boundary and correlation between CMB and ICB heat flux seems
to be good, which has been inferred from other study [Gubbins et al., 2011], because, for the tomographic case, the amplitude of
heterogeneity is small so that the dipolar solution can be found. For cases of CMB heat flux calculated from numerical mantle
convection simulations, the dynamo action is found with large amplitude of heat flux heterogeneity but not dipolar solution.
Strong patches of magnetic field corresponding to large amplitude of CMB heat flux are found. The correlation between CMB
and ICB heat fluxes is lower than for uniform and tomographic models. This means that the ICB heat flux does not tend to be the
transparency of CMB heat flux. Since the heat flux heterogeneity inferred from numerical mantle convection is likely to be larger
than the expected value from numerical dynamo simulations [Nakagawa and Tackley, 2008], the possible magnetic field features
at the CMB seem to be more complicated than the expected.

Keywords: dynamo simulation, core-mantle boundary, inner core boundary, mantle convection, heat flux heterogeneity
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Ancient dynamos more sensitive to core-mantle boundary heat flows

HORI, Kumiko1∗, Johannes Wicht2, Wieland Dietrich2

1National Institute for Environmental Studies,2Max-Planck Institute for Solar System Research

The early dynamos of Earth and Mars probably operated without an inner core being present. They were thus exclusively driven
by secular cooling and radiogenic heating, whereas the present geodynamo is thought to be predominantly driven by buoyancy
fluxes which arise from the release of latent heat and the compositional enrichment associated with inner core solidification.

The impact of the inner core growth on the ancient geodynamo has been discussed extensively but is still controversial. While
earlier paleomagnetic and thermal evolution models proposed a large impact, recent numerical dynamo simulations suggest that
the effect on field would be rather minor.

As for Mars, the Mars Global Surveyor detected a strong northern-southern dichotomy in the crustal magnetization. A scenario
proposed so far is due to such an ancient dynamo, where thermal heterogeneities at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) were im-
posed by the lower mantle structure. A key question for this scenario is how easily influence of the boundary anomalies emerges.

Here we show that the dynamos without inner core solidification are much more sensitive to the CMB heat flows imposed by
the lower mantle structure. We compare three-dimensional convection-driven MHD dynamos either driven by homogeneously
distributed internal heat sources or by buoyancy sources at the inner core boundary (ICB). Several different CMB heat-flux pat-
terns are used. In the dynamos driven by internal heating a rather small CMB heat-flux heterogeneity suffices to break symmetries
and leads to boundary-induced structures and different field strength. The effect is much smaller for dynamos driven by ICB as-
sociated buoyancy sources. The result indicates that the field intensity and morphology of the ancient dynamos of Earth or Mars
were more variable and more sensitive to the thermal CMB structure than the geodynamo after onset of inner core growth.
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Effects of latitudinally heterogeneous buoyancy flux conditions at the inner boundary on
MHD dynamo

SASAKI, Youhei1∗, TAKEHIRO, Shin-ichi2, NISHIZAWA, Seiya4, NAKAJIMA, Kensuke3, HAYASHI, Yoshi-Yuki4

1Dept. Math., Kyoto Univ.,2RIMS., Kyoto Univ.,3Dept. Earth Planet. Sci., Kyushu Univ.,4Center for Planetary Science

Outer core flows, contributing to generation and maintenance of the intrinsic magnetic field of the earth, is considered to be
driven by buoyancy caused by the light elements released at the inner core boundary (ICB) through selective condensation of
iron and nickel along with the inner core growth. On the other hand, existence of inner core flows has come to be studied as
a candidate of the origin of the anisotropy of seismic velocity in the inner core (Karato, 1999; Yoshida et al., 1996; Takehiro,
2010). The typical flow pattern expected in the inner core is axisymmetric and flows are directed from the equatorial region to
the polar regions or vice versa. Since such a flow accompanies mass flux through the ICB, it affects the condensation process of
iron and nickel, and as a result, latitudinal heterogeneity of the buoyancy (light elements) flux is expected to occur at the ICB.

In the present study, we investigate effects of latitudinally heterogeneous buoyancy flux at the ICB on dynamo process in the
outer core through numerical experiments of a 3-dimensional rotating spherical MHD Boussinesq dynamo model. The buoyancy
flux vanishes at the core-mantle boundary (CMB), while the distribution of buoyancy flux at the ICB consists of a homogeneous
component and a spherical harmonic function with degree 2 and order 0. Three types of the buoyancy flux at the ICB is con-
sidered; 1) homogeneous distribution, 2) strong flux around the equatorial region and weak flux around the polar regions, 3)
strong flux around the polar regions and weak flux around the equatorial region. The ratio of the inner and outer radii, the Prandtl
number and the Ekman number are fixed to 0.35, 1, 10−3, respectively. The magnetic Prandtl number is varied from 1 to 10, and
the modified Rayleigh number is from 100 to 500.

Firstly, numerical time integrations of purely compositional convection are performed starting with a point wise disturbance
of light element concentration. After statistical equilibrium states are established, MHD dynamo calculations are performed by
adding dipole magnetic field. Flow fields of fully developed non-magnetic compositional convection with different ICB buoyancy
flux patterns are similar except for the distributions of mean zonal flow. However, a prominent difference in development and
maintenance of magnetic field becomes apparent in the MHD dynamo calculations. Solutions with simultaneously developed and
sustained magnetic field (dynamo solutions) are obtained in the cases of homogeneous buoyancy flux and strong equatorial flux.
On the contrary, in the case of strong polar buoyancy flux, all solutions are failed to sustain the magnetic fields in the surveyed
ranges of the parameters. This difference in development of magnetic fields is considered to be affected by the different pattern
of mean zonal flow. In particular, in the case of strong polar buoyancy flux, direction of mean zonal flow around the inner core is
reverse through the thermal wind balance and strong shear layer is produced there. This shear may stretch the convection columns
and prevent localization of the vortex columns and magnetic field.

The consequence that dynamo solution cannot be established when strong flux is given around the polar region might suggest
the flow direction of the earth’s inner core, because such a buoyancy flux pattern may be unfavorable for development and main-
tenance of the strong geomagnetic field. It may not be expected that the inner core flows is directed from the polar regions to the
equatorial region. However, since the values of the parameters dealt with the present study are quite different from those of the
real central core of the earth, further investigation in more broad ranges of the parameter space is needed.

References:
Karato, S., Nature, 402 (1999), 871–873.
Yoshida, S., Sumita, I., Kumazawa, M., J. Geophys. Res., 101 (1996), 28085–28103.
Takehiro, S., Phys. Earth Planet. Inter., 184 (2011), 134–142.
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Effects of thermal boundary condition and anisotropic thermal diffusivity in the Earth’s
core

MATSUSHIMA, Masaki1∗

1Tokyo Institute of Technology

Very small molecular viscosity of the Earth’s core fluid gives rise to small-scale fluid motions, which are highly anisotropic
because of the Earth’s rapid rotation and a strong magnetic field. As a result, a large-scale diffusive process is to be enhanced by
such flows in the core. This suggests that a thermal eddy diffusivity should not be a scalar but a tensor. We have been carrying
out numerical simulations of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence in a rapidly rotating system to investigate the effect of
anisotropy on dynamics in the core, by prescribing elements of anisotropic thermal diffusion tensor.

It has been found that a certain degree of anisotropy has an insignificant effect on the character, like kinetic and magnetic
energy, of magnetoconvection in a small region with periodic boundaries in the three-directions. However, in a region with top and
bottom rigid boundary surfaces, the same degree of anisotropy can enhance kinetic and magnetic energy in magnetoconvection
depending not only on prescribed anisotropic tensor diffusivity but also on location of the computational region expressed in
terms of direction of gravity, or latitude. That is, anisotropic tensor diffusivity, consequent on the anisotropy of turbulent flows,
affects dynamics in the core near the boundary surfaces depending on the latitude. We have so far imposed a fixed temperature
boundary condition, but the argument above suggests that different thermal boundary condition may influence the dynamics in
the core. We examine kinetic and magnetic energy in magnetoconvection for a fixed heat-flux boundary condition.

Keywords: anisotropic diffusivity, magnetoconvection, Earth’s core
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Magnetostratigraphy of Upper Cretaceous part of Yezo Group

HASHIMOTO, Shinya1∗, MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu2, KOMATSU, Toshifumi1, Yasuyuki Tsujino3, OHNO, Masao4, SHIBUYA,
Hidetoshi1

1Department of Earth Sci., Kumamoto Univ.,2Pri., Org., Inn., & Exc., Kumamoto Univ.,3Tokushima Prefectural Museum,
4Faculty of Social and Cultural Studies, Kyushu Univ.

A paleomagnetic study of Haborogawa formation of the Yezo group in Kotanbetsu, Hokkaido, is carried out. Although this
area is expected to have the Santonian-Campanian (Sn/Cm) stage boundary, its position is not well determined sinceMarsupites,
which is one of the most significant index fossils of this boundary, is not yielded. On the other hand, this boundary is very close to
the magnetic reversal at the end of the cretaceous normal superchron (CNS). Thus, the magnetostratigraphy is useful to determine
the stage boundary.

Samples are collected in 15 sites at Kotanbetsu river and its branches, Kamino-sawa and Nakano-sawa rivers, using a gasoline
powered drill. The formation is mostly composed by sandstones and sandstone mudstone alternations. We collect calcareous
nodules occur in the formation as the main paleomagnetic samples because The mudstones are fragile to take drill samples.

Rock magnetic studies of IRM acquisition experiments, thermal demagnetization of composite IRM experiments and mag-
netic hysteresis analyses are performed some representative samples. Rock magnetic analyses suggests that; (1) Main magnetic
minerals are magnetites. Pyrrhotites are also seen in some samples. (2) Day plots indicate most samples fall in the pseudo-single-
domain (PSD) region.

Superconducting rock magnetometer in Kyushu university is used for NRM measurements. Progressive thermal demagnetiza-
tion (PTHD) and progressive alternative field demagnetization (PAFD) are performed for pilot samples of all sites. After thermal
demagnetization of 300˜400 deg.C, remanent intensity increases significantly in most samples, possibly because of alterations.
Hence, characteristic remanent magnetizations (ChRM) are mainly obtained by PAFD.

From 8 sites out of 15, ChRM is retrieved. They show that the end of CNS is situated at the top of Ug unit which is in the
middle part of Haborogawa formation. It is confirmed in two sections of Kotanbetsu and Kamino-sawa rivers. Sn/Cm boundary
is expected slightly above the level of the reversal.

Keywords: Magnetostratigraphy, Calcareous nodules, Santonian - Campanian stage boundary, Upper Cretaceous Yezo group,
Kotanbetsu area
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Paleomagnetic depositional history of Tsunami boulders at Ishigaki Island, Japan

SATO, Tetsuro1∗, NAKAMURA, Norihiro2, NAGAHAMA, Hiroyuki 2, MINOURA, Koji2

1Department of Science, Tohoku Univ.,2Graduate School of Science,Tohoku Univ.

Boulders at Miyara Bay, Ishigaki Island, Japan consisted of hermatypic coral,Poritesare known to have deposited due to the
1771 Meiwa Tsunami and/or prehistorical Tsunamis, though some boulders might have been influenced of older Tsunamis and
severe storms. At the ancient Tsunami, livePoritescorals at reef fringes could have transported to the reef and land far beyond the
transport limit of storm waves. Then, the corals cease growing and are fossilized. Recent studies have conducted the radiometric
dating to Tsunami boulders with fossilizedPoritesand the result indicated that the age distribution is relatively wide range which
is greater than the analytical error. Therefore, boulders at Ishigaki Island have had possibilities of the transportation by multiple
Tsunami events, resulting in multiple rotations of Tsunami boulders. However, the radiometric dating could only obtain the date
of first Tsunami event. Here we propose a paleomagnetic strategy to decide continuous rotation events of multiple Tsunamis
from a coral Tsunami boulder. The boulders possess a depositional remanent magnetization of a magnetosome in origin which
points to the ancient North pole. If the boulders rotate and stabilize in each new orientation, new magnetic vector component is
overprinted to the original magnetization, which parallel to the present Earth’s magnetic field. This new magnetization called vis-
cous remanent magnetization (VRM) and increases progressively with age. New and original vector components are not parallel
due to boulder rotations by multiple Tsunamis, so this study uses the progressive thermal demagnetization (PTD) to discriminate
these new and original components. Furthermore, Neel’s theory gives the formula of relationship between temperature and time
for VRM acquisition. This formula predicts that natural VRM acquired at low temperature over a long time disappears at a high
temperature in a short time in the laboratory. From comparing new magnetization (VRM) and the result of radiometric dating of
Tsunami event, the validity of VRM dating is confirmed. If the VRM dating is suitable and the boulders acquire younger mag-
netization, the record of multiple Tsunami events is visualized from a single boulder. Preliminary experiment show the intensity
of remanent magnetization is 2.6mA/m for the livePoritesand its mean destructive field indicate 26mT, suggesting the presence
of fine grain magnetite of magnetsome in origin. In this presentation, we present the paleomagnetic strategy and preliminarily
results.

Keywords: boulder, Tsunami boulder, palemagnetic history, viscous remanent magnetization (VRM)
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Magnetic properties of surficial sediments of Lake Ogawara, Aomori Prefecture

NAKANO, Ryoma1, HAYASHIDA, Akira1∗, SETO, Koji2, OKAZAKI, Yuko2, NAKASHIMA, Hiromi 2, NAGASHIMA Iku2,
AKIMITSU Mutsumi2, YAMADA, kazuyoshi3, YONENOBU, Hitoshi3

1Doshisha University,2Shimane University,3Naruto University of Education

Lake Ogawara in Aomori Prefecture is a blackish water lake, which is connected through Takase-gawa River and an artificial
sluice to the Pacific Ocean. While the average water depth of the lake is about 11 m, the central part is 15 to 20 m deep. With a
year-round halocline layer at a depth around 10 m, the bottom to middle water is in anoxic condition. In 2009, core samples of
the Holocene sediments of 20 m long in total were recovered from 3 holes in the central part and subjected to a multi-disciplinary
research for reconstruction of paleoenvironment and paleoclimate. When the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake
occurred, tsunami waves flooded into the lake through the Takase-gawa River and the sluice. This observation suggests a possi-
bility that the lake sediments have archived tsunami and earthquake events in the past. Then, in order to understand limnological
condition of Lake Ogawara, and also aiming detection of the recent tsunami deposits, systematic survey and sampling of lake
water and surficial sediments were carried out in August to September, 2011. Here we report a preliminary result of magnetic
measurements of the sediment samples dredged with an Ekman-Birge bottom sampler.

We measured weak-field magnetic susceptibility using a Bartington MS3 meter with an MS2C sensor and also on an AGICO
KLY-3 KappaBridge to estimate anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility. The susceptibility values range from 10-5 to 10-3 SI.
The higher values were found at the sites around the mouth of the Shichinohe-gawa River entering to the lake and at the sites
close to the Takase-gawa River. These data suggest that magnetic minerals of detrital origin were transported into the lake from
the watershed in the west and also by erosion of the sandbar along the passway to the Pacific Ocean. Most of the AMS ellipsoids
showed oblate shape with horizontal alignment, showing no systematic directional trends of the sediment supply.

Keywords: Lake Ogawara, environmental magnetism, magnetic susceptibility, tsunami deposit
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Regional variation in magnetic properties of topmost sediments in the first depression of
the Northern Lake Biwa

ISHIKAWA, Naoto1∗, ISHIKAWA Kanako2

1Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto Univ.,2Lake Biwa Environmental Research Institute

Rock-magnetic analyses have been performed on topmost sediments cored at the deepest part (91m water depth) of the first
depression in North Basin of Lake Biwa for clarifying effects of early diagenesis on magnetic properties of the sediments and
for investigating response of the magnetic properties to seasonal variation of dissolved oxygen (DO) content in bottom water,
which is one of factors controlling early diagensis. The following results have been obtained (Asami et al., in preparation): (1) the
downcore decrease of magnetic coercivity occurs in uppermost sediments above about 10 cm below sediment surface (bss), and
the content and grain size of magnetic minerals (magnetite or maghemitized magnetite) subsequently decreases and increases
downcore, respectively, (2) in uppermost sediments above 10 cmbss magnetic coercivity and the presence of magnetic minerals
with characteristic low-temperature magnetic property, as mentioned later, change seasonally associated with seasonal variation
of DO content in the bottom water. In order to reveal these magnetic features in detail, we further conducted rock-magnetic
analyses of topmost sediments cored at ten sites with different water depth in the first depression in Northern Lake Biwa. The
DO content of bottom water at the ten sites changes seasonally. The Do value becomes lower than 4 mg/L in winter (November
and December) at seven sites with the water depth deeper than 80 m among the ten site. Sediments cores of about 30 cm long
were taken in summer (June-July) and winter (November-December), 2009.

Low-temperature magnetometric results from surface sediments above about 1 cmbss of all sites indicated the presence of
magnetite or maghemitized magnetite. Warning curves from 6 to 300K of isothermal remanence (IRM) imparted at 6K in 1T after
zero-field cooling showed a remarkable decrease of IRM between 90 and 120K, which may be regarded as a suppressed Verway
transition of magnetite. Magntite or maghemitized magnetite is considered to be the principal magnetic mineral controlling
magnetic properties in room temperature in Northern Lake Biwa. The warning curves of the samples at the deeper seven sites
also showed another IRM decrease between 20 and 30K with the inflection point at about 29K. The IRM drop was detected
more clearly in the samples taken in winter, when the bottom water showed the lowest DO value. It seems that the magnetic
mineral with the characteristic low-temperature magnetic behavior exists at the deeper part with low DO bottom water in the first
depression, and that the occurrence of the mineral is influenced by seasonal change of the DO values. Frederichs et al. (2003)
reported low-temperature IRM decay curves of Fe-bearing rhodochrosite similar to those of our samples. A ferro-rhodochrosite
may be a possible candidate as a magnetic mineral showing the IRM transition at about 29 K in our samples although the presence
of ferro-rhodochrosite has not been reported from topmost sediments in Lake Biwa (e.g., Kawashima, 1985).

Keywords: Lake Biwa, sediments, magnetic property, rock magnetism, early diagenesis
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Rock magnetic study on sediments of non-marine and marine clay (Ma5) in the Osaka
Group cored at Kyoto Basin

HAMADA, Kazumasa1∗, ISHIKAWA, Naoto1, TAKEMURA, Keiji 2

1Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto University,2Beppu. Geo. Res. Lab. Kyoto Univ.

Rock magnetic analyses were performed on sediments of non-marine and marine clay in the Osaka Group cored at Kyoto
Basin in order to investigate magnetic variations corresponding to environmental changes between freshwater and marine. The
Osaka Group is the Pleistcene sequence formed related to sea-level changes in the glacial-interglacial cycles, and consists of
alternating beds of non-marine sediment and marine clay. In a core drilled at Kyoto Basin, the Osaka Group is observed above
223.17 m in depth, and five beds of marine clay are recognized. The Ma5 bed of marine clay exists between 150.00 and 141.35
m in depth. The lower and upper boundaries of the Ma5 bed have been determined mainly based on the sediment facies and
color. Analyzed samples in this study were collected in 20 cm intervals from two parts between 140.60 and 153.82 m in depth,
including the Ma5 bed, and between 155.80 and 157.75 m in depth. We measured initial magnetic susceptibility (X), ARM
susceptibility (Xarm), IRM intensity (IRM) and hysteresis parameters, and performed thermomagnetic analyses and progressive
thermal demagnetizations of IRM (IRM-PThD). Electristic conductivity (EC) and pH of clayey water stirring the sediment
samples were also measured.

EC values showed a remarkable change between 151.41 and 151.21 m in depth. The EC values were lower (3.03-54.7 mS/s)
in a zone between 157.75 and 151.41 m in depth (low EC zone: LEC), and were higher (142-278 mS/s) in a zone between 151.21
and 142.40 m in depth (high EC zone: HEC). The EC values were 45.6-133mS/s in a zone between 142.20 and 140.60 m in depth
(intermediate EC zone: IEC). A drastic change of pH was also observed at the LEC-HEC boundary. The LEC and HEC zones
showed stable pH values of 3.26-3.80 and 5.92-7.07, respectively. In the IEC zone, the pH values fluctuated between 3.37 and
4.41. According to Yokoyama and Sato (1987), sediments in the LEC, HEC and IEC zones were regarded as freshwater, marine
and blackish sediments, respectively.

Values of rock magnetic parameters, X, Xarm and IRM, changed at the LEC-HEC boundary. These values extremely stable in
the HEC zone, while the values fluctuated in the LEC and IEC zones. On the other hand, magnetic coercivity (Hc) showed no
remarkable change at the LEC-HEC boundary. In the HEC zone, Hc were 30-43 mT with a maximum value at the middle part
of the zone. Decay curves of IRM in IRM-PThD showed inflections at about 300-400oC and 580oC, and IRMs were completely
demagnetized at about 700oC. The IRM behaviors at about 580oC and 700oC indicated the presence of magnetite and hematite,
respectively. The inflection at 300-400oC implies the presence of iron sulfides such as pyrrhotite and greigite or titanomagnetite.
The IRM decay curves of samples in the HEC zone resembled, suggesting that the composition of magnetic minerals is constant
in the HEC zone. Decay curves of induced magnetization in the heating process of thermomagnetic analysis were similar to those
of IRM in IRM-PThD. In the cooling process, magnetization of samples in the HEC zone increased below 200-250oC, indicating
the formation of magnetic minerals with the curie temperature of 200-250oC during the heating treatment in air.

The HEC zone showing characteristic variations of pH, EC and rock magnetic parameters excluding Hc is not corresponded
to the Ma5 bed. The lower and upper boundaries of the HEC zone are about 1.21 m and 1.05 m lower than those of the Ma5
bed, respectively. The difference in the depth of the boundaries between the Ma5 bed and HEC zone implies two alternative
possibilities as follows: (1) the boundary estimation for the Ma5 bed is wrong, and the HEC zone is the sequence of marine
sediments, or (2) magnetic properties, as well as pH and EC, of the sediments below the lower and upper boundaries of the Ma5
bed had been altered related to chemical condition changes between freshwater and marine.

Keywords: Rock magnetism, The Osaka Group, marine clay
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Seasonal variations of iron sulfide and oxide in the Hiroshima bay

KAWAMURA, Noriko 1∗, Yuka Amano2, ISHIKAWA, Naoto3

1Japan Coast Guard Academy, Liberal Arts,2Japan Coast Guard Academy,3Graduate School of Human and Environment

Frequent outbreaks of red tide have been reported since 1970 in the Hiroshima bay, and the red tide is caused by the bloom
of dinoflagellates. Iron is an essential element for dinoflagellates. Iron is supplied as bivalent or trivalent ions, or as oxides
and sulfides from lands to sea. For damage predictions of red tide, it is important to research the iron distribution in the bay.
Therefore we investigated iron sulfide and oxide in the sediments and seawater in this study. Sediments of 5 cm in depth and
surface and bottom waters were taken from three sites in the Hiroshima Bay during 2011. We performed rock magnetic analyses
on the sediments and suspended solids in surface water, and also measured the concentrations of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur.
Measurements of dissolved iron concentration in bottom water were conducted. The SIRM of suspended solids varied with pH in
the surface water, and showed the minimum value during summer. It is implied that iron in the liquid phase is richer in the surface
water during this season. The presence of magnetite (Fe33O4) and hematite (Fe2O3) were recognized in all analyzed sediment
samples, whereas greigite (Fe3S4) appeared at the sites with rich in sulfur in the sediments. The decrease of magnetization from
280 to 320 Celsius degree was unclear in the sediments taken in August. Magnetic grain size in the sediments decreased and iron
concentration increased in the bottom waters in August. It is inferred that iron oxides were dissolved and greigite was replaced
to pyrite (FeS2) under an anoxic condition.

Keywords: iron oxide, iron sulfide, rock magnetism, C/N ratio, marine sediments, suspended solids
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Coexistent titanohematite and titanomagnetite in obsidian from Takanoobane lava of Aso
Volcano, Japan

FUKUMA, Koji 1∗

1Dept. Env. Sys. Sci., Doshisha Univ.

Volcanic glass contains abundant superparamagnetic and single-domain grains carrying stable remanence and has been served
as an accurate paleomagnetic field recorder. Obsidian, a sort of volcanic glass of rhyolitic composition, is potentially a rich source
of reliable paleomagnetic information. Also rock magnetic properties of volcanic glass provide key clues to identify and correlate
a particular tephra layer related to an explosive volcanic eruption.

Here we report magnetic characterization of both titanohematite and titanomagnetite from borehole cores penetrated into
Takanoobane rhyolitic lava of Aso Volcano, Japan. Crystalline rhyolite comprises a inner part of the lava and is bounded by up-
per and lower obsidian layers. We collected samples from an upper obsidian layer of one hole and from lower obsidian layers of
three holes. Collected obsidian blocks are often mixtures of cloudy glass and crystalline spherules so that we carefully picked up
glassy grains and rinsed with a ultrasonic cleaning. We performed high-temperature thermomagnetic analyses, low-temperature
AC susceptibility measurements and low-temperature demagnetizations.

Most remarkable feature in these measurement results is ubiquitous 160 K peaks in AC susceptibility variations seen for almost
all samples. This points to the Neel temperature of titanium-rich titanohematite (y = 0.9). On the other hand, Curie temperatures
above 500degC are always observed from high-temperature measurements. Sometimes two Curie points (>500degC) can be
seen in a single single, suggesting that dual low-titanium titanomagnetite phases (x< 0.1) are present. In addition, we found a
kink at about 50 K in low-temperature demagnetization curves and also frequency dependence of AC susceptibility around 50 K
in both in-phase and out-of-phase components. This indicates extremely fine grains are contained in obsidians. Low-temperature
frequency dependence was most obviously seen for a lowermost part of a lower obsidian layer, where clear glassy obsidian can
be seen.

We could identify a complex mineralogy and grain-size distribution of iron-titanium oxides. Titanomagnetite is a common
oxide in igneous rocks and readily recognized by using room- or high-temperature techniques like three-axis IRM demagneti-
zation. In contrast high-titanium titanohematite is usually missed in ordinary magnetic measurements because of its low Neel
temperature, whereas low-temperature magnetic measurement is able to detect a very low concentration of titanohematite. De-
tailed grain-size distribution can give a clue to resolve cooling history of a rhyolitic lava.

Keywords: rock magnetism, obsidian, superparamagnetic grains, low-temperature magnetometry, frequency dependence of sus-
ceptibility
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Magnetic property of the Oshima 1986 lava based on mapping of the coercivity - blocking
temperature diagram

TERADA, Takuma1∗, SATO, Masahiko1, MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu2, TSUNAKAWA, Hideo1

1Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences.Tokyo Institute of Technology,2Priority Organization for Innovation and Excel-
lence, Kumamoto University

Magnetic properties depend strongly on composition, size and shape. Dunlop and West (1969), they carried out mapping of
grain size vs coercivity using pTRM. The problem is that their mapping cannot be applied to the natural rocks including PSD
and/or MD grains as well as SD grains, since the grain size data are based on the single domain theory. In addition, thermal
alteration due to the laboratory heating cannot be checked in their experiment. In the present study, we use ARM and combine
thermal demagnetization and alternating field demagnetization to make ARM spectra against blocking temperature (Tb) and
coercivity (Hc). This mapping is applied to Oshima basaltic lavas extruded in 1986. We will report Hc-Tb maps and discuss
those characteristic features.
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Paleointensity determination of welded tuffs correlated with widespread tephras

FUJII, Satomu1∗, MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu2, SHIBUYA, Hidetoshi1

1Department of Earth and Environmental Sci., Kumamoto University,2Priority Org. for Innovation and Excellence, Kumamoto
University

In order to calibrate relative paleointensity (RPIs) variation curve to absolute values, Takai et al. (2002) proposed to use
absolute paleointensities from pyroclastic flows which are correlated with widespread tephras. Using to the oxygen isotope age
estimate of the widespread tephra, absolute paleointensity from the welded tuff can be compared with RPIs.

In the JpGU 2011 Meeting, we reported paleointensities of welded tuffs of Aso-1, Aso-2, Aso-3, and Aso-4 using the LTD-
DHT Shaw method. In this study, we are measuring paleointensities of welded tuffs of Funakura, Ito, Imaichi, and Yabakei.
These welded tuffs have been correlated with widespread tephras of K-Ah, AT, Ss-Az, and Ss-Pnk, respectively. Two to six
paleointensities have been obtained and average paleointensities are calculated as 30.9 +/-5.6 micro T for Funakura, 14.9 +/-0.6
micro T for Ito, 32.2 +/-1.3 micro T for Imaichi, and 30.7 +/-1.2 micro T for Yabakei.

We compare our LTD-DHT Shaw data with the Thellier data of Takai et al. (2002). Four of the 6 average paleointensities
determined by the Thellier method are 10-50% highler than those by LTD-DHT Shaw method. Also, we will compare the
paleointensity results with a relative paleointensity stack (PISO-1500) using the ages of widespread tephras based on the oxygen
isotope stratigraphy. PISO-1500 is 5-100% higher than all paleointensities.

Keywords: paleointensity, pyroclastic flow, widespread tephra, PISO-1500, LTD-DHT Shaw method
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Paleointensity experiments on baked clay samples taken from the reconstructed ancient
kiln

YAMAMOTO, Yuhji 1∗, Masayuki Torii2, Nobuyoshi Natsuhara3, Tadashi Nakajima4

1Kochi University,2Okayama University of Science,3Natsuhara Giken,4University of Fukui

In 1960-1970s systematic oriented-sample collections were made from baked clay at many archeological sites in Japan. Paleo-
magnetic directions had been intensively measured from these samples and databases reporting the results have been constructed
(e.g. Hirooka et al., 2006). As a next step, we plan paleointensity measurements from these samples. To test how reliable paleoin-
tensity results we can obtain, we have conducted paleointensity experiments on baked clay samples taken from the reconstructed
ancient kiln, which was completely imitated to that of an excavated kiln of the 7th century (Nakajima et al., 1974).

The reconstruction experiment was conducted on January 1972 (Nakajima et al., 1974). Prior to the reconstruction, in-situ
geomagnetic field was measured by a magnetometer: D=-5.63 deg, I=46.78 deg and F=46.350 micro-T. During the experiment,
thermocouples were set at several points in the kiln. It was recognized that temperature reached to 1000 C at the floor surface,
630 C at the level 10 cm below the floor, and 350 C at the level 20 cm below the floor. After the experiment, baked clay was taken
from (1) the floor surface and (2) the level 20 cm below the floor, with orientation using plaster. Nakajima et al. (1974) conducted
partial alternating field (AF) demagnetization up to 20-40 mT on the baked clay samples and reported mean paleomagnetic di-
rections as D=-5.03, I=43.36 and a95=2.41 (N=10) for the samples from (1) and D=-4.80, I=43.52 and a95=3.38 (N=5) for the
samples from (2). These are generally consistent with the in-situ geomagnetic field measured prior to the reconstruction.

Tsunakawa-Shaw paleointensity method (Shaw 1974; Rolph and Shaw 1985; Tsunakawa and Shaw, 1994; Yamamoto et al.,
2003) mainly utilizes AF demagnetization and it can be applicable to partially AF demagnetized samples in previous. Mini spec-
imens (about 1.7cm cube) cut from 12 baked clay samples were subjected to the Tsunakawa-Shaw paleointensity experiment.
Nine results passed selection criteria and they give mean paleointensity and its standard deviation as 45.9 +/- 7.4 micro-T (N=9).
The mean paleointensity coincides with the in-situ geomagnetic field measured prior to the reconstruction, but the standard devi-
ation beyond 10 per cent of the mean.

The mini specimens giving nine successful results consist of seven red-colored ones taken from (1) and two gray-colored ones
taken from (2). The gray-colored specimens show one order of magnitude smaller anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM)
intensities than the red-colored ones. If we exclude results from the two gray-colored specimens, mean paleointensity and its
standard deviation results in 46.1 +/- 3.5 micro-T (N=7). The standard deviation becomes smaller. It implies that archeointensity
can be estimated by the accuracy within 10 per cent of the mean using red-colored baked clay specimens taken from a kiln
surface, with the application of the Tsunakawa-Shaw method.
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Reexamination of geomagnetic secular variation in Kinki District using samples from
Suemura kilns

YOSHIMURA, Takumi1∗, MOCHIZUKI, Nobutatsu2, SHIBUYA, Hidetoshi3

1Fac., Sci., Kumamoto Univ.,2Pri., Org., Inn., & Exc., Kumamoto Univ.,3Department of Earth Sci., Kumamoto Univ.

In 1960’s-70’, enormous number of kilns were excavated in Sakai city and its vicinity, Osaka prefecture for a large residential
development. The enhanced archeological studies were carried out by Osaka Prefecture. The archeomagnetic researches were
also conducted under prof. Kawai of Osaka University. As the result, the geomagnetic secular variation curve from the 5th
century to the 10th century was drawn. However, there are problems from the present paleomagentic view point. The natural
remanent magnetizations (NRM) were measured by astatic magnetometer and demagnetization was not made. Fortunately, those
samples are stocked in Osaka Ohtani University, and we are conducting remeasurement study of their NRM after alternating
magnetic field demagnetization (AFD). Number of samples stocked amounts to about 4000, and 1000 of them were moved to
Kumamoto University for this study. This report describes remeasured NRM using spinner magnetometer and results of AFD
for 213 samples of 19 sites.

After AFD, precision parameter of each site generally improved from the previous results in the initial reports, about 4 times
on average, 21 times at most.

Those improvements seems due both better measurement accuracy and stable magnetization component found by AFD.
The degree of concentration of average magnetic directions in each age group is also improved. However the resultant secular
variation curve has still some problem in smoothness, which shall be attributed to reasons other than the accuracy of magnetic
measurements.

Keywords: Suemura kilns, Archeomagnetism, Geomagnetic secular variation
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Paleomagnetic results from andesite dikes in Toki, Gifu Prefecture: implications for dike
emplacement and rotation

HOSHI, Hiroyuki1∗, Naoko Nishimura1

1Aichi University of Education

High-magnesium andesite dikes of latest Cretaceous or Paleocene age (dated at 70-60 Ma by K-Ar dating) were samples from
the Toki area, central Japan, to reveal a paleomagnetic direction and to discuss its implications for volcanic dike emplacement
and regional tectonics. More than 100 oriented core samples were taken from a total of 17 dikes. Stepwise demagnetization (AF,
thermal) was carried out for all samples, and principal component analysis was performed on demagnetization results to obtain
characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) components. We determined ENE and down site-mean ChRM directions for 11
dikes. (Titano-)magnetite is the main carrier of ChRM. Small directional dispersion characterizes the site-mean directions, which
suggests that the dikes were all emplaced probably within a short period of time compared to the general timescale of paleosecular
variation. The ENE deflection of the ChRM directions indicates clockwise tectonic rotation in the study area. Clockwise rotation
of the southwestern Japan arc associated with Paleogene to Miocene opening of the Japan Sea is the most likely cause of the
observed paleomagnetic deflection. The angle of deflection is, however, larger than that of the Early Miocene direction in the
same area, suggesting possible small clockwise rotation prior to the Early to Middle Miocene major rotation.

Keywords: paleomagnetism, rock magnetism, dike emplacement, tectonic rotation, central Japan, Japan Sea opening
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Preliminary paleomagnetic results from 1.32 Ga diabase sills from Northern China Cra-
ton

MIKI, Masako1∗, SEKI, Hanae1, OTOFUJI, Yo-ichiro1, YANG, Zhen-yu2, TONG, Yabo2

1Dept. Earth & Planet. Sci., Kobe Univ.,2Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences

We report new paleomagneic results from diabase sills within the Mesoproterozoic meta-sedimentary rocks in the northern
North China Craton. The age of the sills is assigned to 1320 Ma by U-Pb method (Li et al, 2009). We collected oriented block
samples from ten sills for paleomagnetic investigation. Host rock samples were also collected for the baked contact test.

Preliminary paleomagnetic analyses were done on three or four diabase samples per site where two or three were demag-
netized by thermal techniques while one complementary sample was demagnetized by an alternating field. We obtained stable
paleomagnetic components from six sills. Two or three magnetic components are revealed during the experiments. The char-
acteristic high temperature component is isolated between about 400 degrees and 600 degrees after removing low-temperature
component with present field direction. The unblocking temperature of about 600 degrees indicates the main magnetic carrier of
magnetite. During alternating field experiments, the high temperature component is exhibited as a high coercivity component.

Both normal and reversed directions and smaller scatter after tilt correction indicate likely primary origin of the magne-
tization. The characteristic components have northerly direction with shallow inclination after tilt correction. The preliminary
paleomagnetic results indicate the low latitude position of North China Craton at about 1.3 Ga.

Keywords: Paleomagnetism, North China Craton, Proterozoic
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A new technique for probing thermal alteration by using comparison of AF demagnetiza-
tion curves of AMS parameters

ZHENG, zhong1∗, ZHAO Xixi 2

1Geosciences Division, Sogokaihatsu Co. Ltd,2University of California Santa Cruz

We report our new findings that anisotropy magnetic susceptibility (AMS) parameters during stepwise alternating-field (AF)
demagnetization can be used for probing thermal alteration that often occur in paleointensity experiments. It is generally rec-
ognized that changes in thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) due to thermal alteration of magnetic grains during laboratory
heating are the main reasons to result in failure in paleointensity determination experiments. We wander whether there is a
quick and simple mean that allow us to detect this kind of changes and thus better selecting proper samples for paleointensity
experiments which is time-consuming and lab-intensive. Based on results from Zheng et al (2005, 2006, 2007) that it is magne-
tostatic interaction between grains, rather than domain interaction, could seriously affect on the properties of TRM and generate
the non-ideal behavior in the Thellier-Coe method even in the case of mixture of MD and PSD grains, we recently identified
that anisotropy magnetic susceptibility (AMS) parameters such as shape parameter (T) and mean susceptibility (K) are also
significantly affected by the grains interacting field. Thus, AF demagnetization curve of AMS parameters is also a function of
grains interacting field and magnetic mineralogy of grains, which can potentially probe the thermal changes in TRM as well.
To enforce the effect of grains interacting field we charge sample with greatest magnetization of saturation isothermal remanent
magnetism (SIRM) before running of AF demagnetization. After every AF demagnetization step, AMS parameters are measured
to obtain the stepwise AF demagnetization curves of shape parameter (T) and mean susceptibility (K). By comparison of the
curves obtained from raw sample and heated sample, it is possible to check whether thermal alteration has occurred in view of
both magnetic mineralogy and magnetostatic interacting field. We will illustrate the effectiveness of this method with true rock
examples from the Northeastern China Tertiary - Cretaceous basalt sequences.

Keywords: probing thermal alteration, AMS parameters, paleointensity experiment, magnetostatic interacting field, SIRM, AF
demagnetization
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Saturated Magnetization of Single Grain Obtained from Field-Induced-Translation in a
Chamber Type Micro-G System

UYEDA, Chiaki1∗, Keiji Hisayoshi1

1Graduate School of Science Osaka University

A new technique to obtain precise value of saturated magnetization Ms of a single small particle is required in various field
of magnetic science. For example, the magnetic structure of pre-solar magnetite, recently indentified form the IDP samples, are
expected to provide information on the magnetic field structure at the time of super-nova explosion. Magnetization data of indi-
vidual micron-sized Fe-Ni grain embedded in the primitive meteorites may preserve information of the field intensity at the stage
of their formation.

A method to detect Ms of small grain is newly proposed and experimentally examined; the method is based on field-induced
translation of the grain which was released in diffused (about 100 Pa) microgravity space. The released samples translated in
the direction of monotonously increasing field by field-gradient force.The sum of kinetic and magnetic energy is conserved
between any two different positions, denoted as position-i and ?j. The above-mentioned conservation is described as (1/2)mvi

2-
mMsHi=(1/2)mvj2-mMsHj . Here vj , and Hj denote sample velocity and field intensity at position-j, respectively; m and Ms
denote mass and saturated magnetization per unit mass of the grain, respectively. The Ms value was obtained from the gradient
of a linear correlation between many sets of ( vi

2-vj
2, Hi-Hj) data obtained between two different sample positions -i and -j.

The MS values obtained by the above manner agreed fairly well with the published values for millimeter sized grains of Fe and
Ni metal. It was also confirmed from the observation that amount of various energy losses caused, for example, by viscous drag
from the gas medium was negligibly small compared to kinetic and magnetic energies.

In previous reports we have observed field-translation of various diamagnetic and paramagnetic grains, confirmed that their
kinetic energy and magnetic energy were preserved as well during the translation [1]. Accordingly the present result on ferro-
magnetic materials indicated that the energy conservation rule is confirmed throughout the major 3 types of magnetic materials.
It is noted that the above translations are all independent to mass m of particle, because the translations are driven by a magnetic
volume force originating from individual atoms(or molecules) that compose a material. If the translation of particle is observable,
its magnetization is obtainable irrespective of sample size. Using a conventional apparatus, detection of magnetization becomes
difficult for a single small sample, because of the difficulty of mass measurement and because of interference of sample holder
(noise signal etc).

Conventional micro-G facilities are not suitable for a routine analyzing process because they require a long machine time and
high running feet for a single turn of experiment. In the present work, a chamber type drop shaft was introduced to apply a short
duration of micro-G ( t< 0.5s). Accordingly, the above-mentioned translation was observable in an ordinary laboratory chamber.
In order to realize the compact system, the size of the measuring system was reduced to ˜25cm in diameter (30kg in weight) by
introducing a coupleof NdFeB magnetic plate as a field generator. Because of its simplicity, the compact drop shaft was recently
adopted in an educational program at a senior high school; here residual-G was diminished by introducing a 2 fold capsule[2].

[1] C.Uyeda et al: Jpn. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 79, 064709 (2010)
[2] Kasugaoka Senior High School(Osaka pref). Presented at public session for senior high school. JpGU meeting 2011 &

2012.

Keywords: chamber type micro-gravity system, saturated magnetization, single grain, field gradient force, field induced transla-
tion, material identification
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Influence of electrical conductivity heterogeneity in the D” layer on geomagnetic jerks

SHIMIZU, Hisayoshi1∗, UTADA, Hisashi1

1Eartthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo

Geomagnetic jerks are known to have occurred globally around 1969, 1978 and 1991 and they are called as global jerks.
Also, those occurred around 1999, 2003 and 2007 are identified as local jerks. One of the most prominent features of the 1969
geomagnetic jerk is the differential delay time of its appearance at the Earth’s surface: the sudden change of the first derivatives
was observed earlier in Europe compared with that in southern Africa. The cause of the difference as large as two years was
attributed to the effect of conductivity anomaly in the D” layer. Here we assume the locality of the jerk appearance to be simply
due to the shape and intensity of the anomaly, and a set of 3-d numerical modeling of electromagnetic induction in the mantle
was performed to clarify whether features of the geomagnetic jerks can be reproduced by the effect of mantle heterogeneity and
magnetic field of a single spherical harmonic mode, both poloidal and toroidal, at the CMB. Numerical results suggest that even
an extremely high conductive body in the D” layer cannot generate differential delay time as large as two years at the surface of
Earth by either the poloidal or the toroidal magnetic field at the CMB. On the other hand, it is demonstrated that a geomagnetic
jerk originated from the toroidal magnetic field at the CMB is possibly observed as a local jerk. We consider that fast torsional
oscillation in the core may produce the toroidal field variation by the omega effect. Global scale geoelectric field observed by
transoceanic submarine cables in the north western Pacific may show possible contribution of the toroidal magnetic field on 2007
local geomagnetic jerk.
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Time spectra of the geomagnetic field at the CMB and MHD flow in the core

SAKAGUCHI, Kouichi1, SAKURABA, Ataru2, SHIMIZU, Hisayoshi1∗

1Eartthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo,2Department of Earth and Planetary Science, University of Tokyo

The flow of electrically conducting fluid in the outer core is responsible to generate and sustain the geomagnetic field. The
flow in the core is expected to contain wide range of spatial spectrum, from planetary to turbulent scale. In this study, we made
an attempt to extract information of the turbulence in the core from the geomagnetic field time spectra of decadal time scale.

The kinetic energy density of turbulence depends on power law with respect to the wave number in the inertial range and the
power law also holds for certain frequency range according to Taylor’s hypothesis. The exponent or the slope of the power spec-
tral density (psd) in log space depends on the characteristics of the flow. Theoretical and numerical studies of MHD turbulence
suggest that the exponents of the kinetic and magnetic energy are related with each other by magnetic induction. Therefore, if
the exponent of the magnetic energy is obtained, it is possible to discuss the turbulent flow in the core by using the relationship
between the two exponents.

Previous studies of the geomagnetic field spectra of decadal time scales employed magnetic field variation at the Earth’s
surface (Consolini et al., 2002) or the dipole moment (Sakuraba and Hamano, 2007). However, it would be more appropriate
to analyze the magnetic field variation closer to the core for the discussion of the turbulent flow in the core. In this study, we
used global geomagnetic main field model ufm1 (Bloxham and Jackson, 1992) to calculate the magnetic field time series and the
psd of magnetic energy at the CMB. Average exponent of the psd is obtained as -5.8 when the spherical harmonic expansion
is truncated at degree 10. It is confirmed that the exponent converges by increasing the truncation degree. The obtained value of
exponent is significantly different from -11/3, which was obtained by previous studies of the surface magnetic field or the dipole
moment.

The magnetic field calculated by a recent geodynamo (Sakuraba and Roberts, 2009) is also analyzed to compare the charac-
teristics of the exponents. The obtained exponent is -5.3 and its variation with respect to increasing truncation degree is similar
to that of ufm1. Similarity of the exponent value and the truncation behavior imply that the MHD dynamo model may reflect the
dynamics of the Earth’s core well.

In addition to the magnetic field, calculated flow by the geodynamo model was analyzed to compare the slopes of the magnetic
and kinetic energy. The obtained exponent near the CMB was -3.1. The difference of the magnetic and kinetic energy exponents,
about two, is consistent with the result of order estimate using the induction equation by assuming quantities expected in the
core. The kinetic energy exponent in the core is estimated as about -3.3 when the same relationship between the magnetic and
kinetic energy exponents holds. The value is smaller than the Kolmogorov exponent of -5/3. The strong magnetic field in the
core, coordinate rotation and vigorous convection by high Rayleigh number are the possible causes of the steeper slope.
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Bifurcation analysis of an extended disk dynamo model incorporating effects of viscosity
and variable mutual inductance

MASUMOTO, Yu1∗, TAKAHASHI, Futoshi1, SHIMIZU, Hisayoshi2, TSUNAKAWA, Hideo1

1Tokyo Institute of Technology,2ERI, Univ. of Tokyo

In recent years, a subcritical regime has been found in numerical models of MHD dynamo in a rapidly rotating spherical shell
[1]. Under an influence of strong magnetic field, the critical Rayleigh number required for sustaining dynamo action is often
lowered. Such kind of dynamo action is classified as subcritical. Subcritical dynamo may be important to understand dynamics
and thermal history of planetary cores, such as Mars. However, fundamental physical processes of the subcritical dynamo are
not well understood. Moreover, it is not easy to find a basic physics in a three-dimensional MHD dynamo model, which shows
spatially and temporally complicated structure. Therefore, it is good as a first step to analyze a simpler model. Here we use a disk
dynamo model, extended from the original by Bullard [2] to examine the essentials giving rise to the subcritical dynamo regime.

We extended the Bullard model by taking two effects into account. First, we add a viscous term proportional to the angular
velocity of the disk to the equation of motion, where there is no viscous term incase of the Bullard model. Another effect is
excitation of different mode of the velocity field modulated by the magnetic field. The mode of the volocity field is varied in a
MHD dynamo model, whereas that is fixed to one in the Bullard model. In a MHD dynamo model, dynamo action is likely to be
efficient by excitation of different mode of the volocity field modulated by the magnetic field. Therefore, we consider a feedback
effect represented by the mutual inductance of the coil, which varies in response to the induced electric current. This effect is
added to the equations of motion and dynamo action. We have analyzed the dynamical system governed by the equations with
the effects given above. Equations are non-dimensionalized adopting a proper scaling.

We have examined behavior of the extended disk dynamo using a bifurcation theory and numerical simulation. We first investi-
gate the model involving the viscosity with a constant mutual inductance. As a result, it is found that there is a region in parameter
space, where dynamo action fails. Then, the model with viscosity and the variable mutual inductance is studied. Consequently,
subcritical bifurcation is found in case of two different parameter values describing variability of the mutual inductance. The
results suggest that parameter region that can not sustain dynamo action in a MHD dynamo model is due to the viscous force,
and that emergence of the subcritical dynamo regime in a MHD dynamo model is due to excitation of different mode of the
velocity field modulated by the magnetic field.

References
[1] Kuang, W.; W. Jiang; and T. Wang. (2008), Sudden termination of Martian dynamo?: Implications from subcritical dynamo

simulations.Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L14204.
[2] Bullard, E. C. (1955), The stability of the homopolar dynamo.Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 51, p. 744-760.

Keywords: Dynamo theory, planetary magnetism, subcritical dynamo, disk dynamo
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Magma flow direction of basaltic rocks in the King George Island, Antarctica

KON, Shusaku1∗, NAKAMURA, Norihiro1, FUNAKI, Minoru2, SAKANAKA, Shin’ya3

1Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University,2National Institute of Polar Research,3Graduate school of Engineering and
Resource Science, Akita University

The magmatic arc along South Shetland Islands, East Antarctica is considered to have been formed by back arc spreading
related to the subduction along the South Shetland Trench, north of the Antarctic Peninsula during the late Cretaceous and
middle Miocene. This magmatism consists of lava flows with subordinate pyroclastic deposites, intrusive dykes and sills and
plutons, displaying a typical subduction-related calc-alkaline volcanic association. Moreover, radiometric dating indicated an
apparent westward migration of the magmatic centers with time along the length of arcs (Birkenmajer 1994). The King George
Island is represented by mainly Eocene basaltic to basaltic-andestic lavas, dacitic lavas, tuff and diorite?dolerite plutons. These
magmatisms may have corresponded to major plate tectonic events of the area, such as the break-up of Gondwana land and the
opening of Drake Passage. It is known that the flow direction of magma is directly connected to the mode and rates of a back
arc spreading. There has been no data for the flow direction in this area, although magmatic flow direction of these volcanisms
determines whether the intrusive volcanic rocks are fed by vertical injection of magma from deep seated magma chambers or
by lateral injection from crustal magma chambers. In this presentation, we report the flow structure of basaltic rocks and diorite
around the Marian cove in King George Island, Antarctica. We sampled 12 basaltic lavas, 8 plutons, 6 basaltic-andestic dykes,
all located within 4 kilometer radius from the Korean Antarctic research station (King Sejong station) in the western side of
King George Island. The plutonic rocks of diorite and dolerite are only found along the Marian cove, where is corresponding
to the strong surface positive magnetic anomaly regions taken by ship-borne and foot-borne surveys. We measured a preferred
alignment of magnetic minerals along framework-forming plagioclases in these rocks using anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
(AMS) with the verification of petrofabrics and source minerals by a field-emission gun electron microscope. The result reveals
that plutonic rocks have high value of magnetic susceptibility and their anisotropy represents the vertical intrusion from the deep
seated magma, being the possible origin of surface magnetic anomaly. The basalt dykes at Weaver and Barton Peninsula or along
the Potter Cove are associated with steep plunge direction of the Kmax AMS axes, which gives support to notice that vertical
magma flow may be related to a higher buoyancy of the magma during dyke intrution. The magnetic lineation of some basaltic
rocks are mainly within 30? from the horizontal plane, suggesting the presence of lava flows along the topography. Moreover, the
basaltic lavas in the center of Barton Peninsula show a high value of magmatic susceptibility, being corresponding to the surface
negative magnetic anomaly.

Keywords: Antarctica, anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility, magnetic anomalies, volcanic activity, back arc spreading
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Analyzing the early 19th century’s geomagnetic declination in Japan from Santou-Houi-
Ki The 5th report

TSUJIMOTO, Motohiro1∗, Akitoshi Omotani2, Takaaki Inui3

1Japan cartographer’s association,2San-in System Consultant,3Matsue Municpal Comitee of culture property

Santou-Houi-Ki Japan national treasure is the survey data book comprised of 67 volumes consist of magnetic compass az-
imuth of approximately 200,000 data in 1800 to 1816, cover nearly whole of Japanese mainland cartographic survey, written by
cartographer Tadataka Inoh. We continue the work of analysis that stopped after only analysis in 1918, which done about the
survey data at Inoh retirement home Fukagawa in Edo (Tokyo) in 1802-1803.

(1)If we analyze the data of Santou-Houi-Ki, we can change Japan as one of the most concentrated area of accurate ge-
omagnetic declination data in the world, back to early 19th century, from insufficient area of data, and supply new data to
northeast Asia.The total Number of analyzed points is exceeded by 130, and the outline of the distribution of declination in Japan
archipelago in early 19th century begun to appear.

(2)Comparison of Santou-Houi-Ki with Gauss and Weber isogonic Atlas which published in 1840, consisted of observational
data roughly at the time of 1830(1828-1832), it foundational structure of isogonic lines in Japan archipelago is roughly similar
to the result of analysis from Santou-Houi-Ki, But we can recognize the contradiction to reverse with secular variation in North-
ern Kyushuu area and Tsushima Island, or the local differences in eastern Hokkaido in Gauss and Weber isogonic Atlas, The
observational data in Japan archipelago did not described in the table supplemented with Gauss isogonic Atlas. The described
observational data in East Asia were from Pekin. Monggol, Baykal, Yakutsk Ohotsk Kamchatka etc. The isogonic line of decli-
nation in western pacific coast in Gauss and weber Atlas including Japan had to drawn by calculated estimates. The Gauss and
Weber Atlas was drawn to understand the general conditions of geomagnetism of the entire world. The declination data in the
table were calculated on a matrix of 5 degree of latitude and 10 degree of longitude, One cell of this matrix is 500km long in the
vicinity of Hokkaido Isl. Therefore the analysis of Santou-Houi-Ki becomes very important.

(3)Advantage to use the data described in Santu-Houi-Ki.
1.Huge number of survey data. 2. Minute standard of analysis. 3. The Data are concentrated in 1800 to 1816. 4. Data cover

nearly whole of Japan Mainland. 5. It include the ability of local abnormality, if there is a remarkable differences between Gauss
Atlas and the value of analysis from Santou-Houi-Ki. 6. We can restore the precise position of Tadataka Ino reference point in
less than second unit in latitude and longitude from Santou-Houi-Ki, valuable for both geomagnetism and local history.

(4) The development and improvement in analysis method and application.
1.Calculate the average of remainder as the declination, to deduct the magnetic azimuth recorded in Santu-houi-Ki from the

true azimuth.
2.The important point in deciding the precise position of the reference point should be adjusted to that all of the declination

values are calculated from the azimuth to different target at the reference point are approximately equal to each other. 3. Use GPS
transmitter at the reference point for investigation of longitude and latitude. 4. By the request of Motohiro Tsujimoto to make
the consecutive formula use Excel for speed up his process in the above, Akitoshi Omotani realizes this important improvement.
Akitoshi Omotani continues to analysis both in Shimane and Tottori Pref. 5.Takaaki Inui apply the result of analysis to education
of local history in Matsue city. 6.This method and formula is available for the analysis of magnetic survey azimuth data in the
world. 7. The result of analysis is useful for global model of geomagnetisism.

Keywords: geomagnetic declination, Tadataka Inoh, Santou-Houi-Ki, Isogonic Atlas by Gauss and Weber, Secular variation of
geomagnetic declination, Restoration of precise position of survey point
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